


S papers to Oswald (though in part fr e th ban m ordinal PaDET Ss which aug 

(22) mere - am ast 
time pee “Lod 

aon erent Plane one | noun to lu Nerina . from the : gon 

(23) Ae mc 

(1h) ‘The evidence that Oswald had plamed to commit an itlegal. : 
would risk jail or worse (whether or not it was “terra 
necessarily implicate him in an assassination plot. 

(15) Yes, I agree with yew thought hers, 

I do not accept Popkints theory of Oswald's deliberate self-inerimi 
ink he was incriminated, and even manipulated, without his knowled consent; and I think that he might have beguit to suspect tt 

whit might explain a certain measines: ndecisivensss in his 
ments, what the Warren Report calls his "escapes" 

) and (18) see (16). About the paper bag: I have 
paper bag, some 20 or 30 pages, in wich I analyze the & 
the conclusion that the bag (palmprint 

(19) I agree with you. 

ia As indi cated above, I tend to dismiss each and all, of Garret heeries, unless and umbil he makea public acceptable and firm evidence to. support fis statbeme ES 5 This, he has not done; but I am quite scornful of the so-called . vie i ence that | he ad bees couipelied to make public (ises, the witnesses } an 

(ny Yes, itis possible although there is no evidence to | confirm i: 
(22) Yess (23) Yes. (2h) Yes. Bub in each ease, there is no specific evidence t® corroborate this, - Also, you write of "the assassin,* 1 £& a Gi x , there were ab jeast two assassins, one firiie from 3 poin’ somewhere 
and one from in front of ami to the right of the Cavs 

(25) Craig's story is very hard to evaluate, it he saw real | Oswald juup into the station wagon, then the witnesses to the bus and taxi rides are lying, and Oswald himsel? (since he agreed te the bus and taxi rides)4 if it was a pseudo~Oswald 
who entered the station wagon, then how can one account for the reaar cs made oy 

ald as reported by Craig? but denied by Brite? I corm give you 
oar problems-—I wish that I had such answers, for x MEE LL CORDS 
unresolved, incomplete 3 and conflicting, 

s the evidence is 

(26) There seems to be firm photographic evidence that 44 was the Carcano that was discovered and garried out of the building by Lt. Day shertly afterward, This is not to Say ‘that I rule out a substitution, or rule out the presence of a Mauser as well as 

(27) Your cucbtiion is not clear to me. 
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, Page 3. 

(28) The sign said "Stemmons Freeway." It was not hit by any bullet, so far as I caw, One researcher did have such a theory, based on "stress lines! seen on the 
back of the sign in certain frames of the Zapruder fin, However, examination of a good print of the Zapruder film proved that the stress lines were in the film itself, not on the back of the sign (ises, the Lines ran beyond the sign and were present vin the air" so to speak, which effectively destroyed the ingenins theory of stress ines resulting from bullet impact), HOWEVER: Tt is , unexplained fack that the sign was removed, onan unknown 
reenactment tests, the "Stemmons" sign in the re 

(29) The fact that Ruby was a police informer emerges from the testimony of 
Detective Eberhardt (XIII, pages 181-186), 

(30) Yes, I agree that he was indeed vulnerable, on the grounds you list. 

(31) This is a valid question to those who claim Oswald Was "escaping." J have never believed that he was indeed attempting te escape (he could so easily have 
taken a Greyhound Bus, instead of a taxi, in the termin is and got out of Dallas. 
aml oub of Texas, for that matters)» | 

(32) The mumber # "488" appears only one time in the radio log and I think there is 
no such mmbery, the corresponding entry in another transeript of the radio log, CE 705, says "78" where the FEI transcript says "488" (or vice versa), "78" Was, of course, Tippit's numbers (I do not understand your reference to 58%) 

(2) You will be aware by now that my views en Garrison are totally negative. 

(33) See (32) above. I have not seen the Der Stern interview of Garrison and hear for the first time, in your letter, the wild and lunatic allegations he made ’ 
about Breck Wall, etc, I am very glial to see from the directi 
questions about Garrison that you have also learned to repard his erand 
claims with extrene scepticism, Unfortunately, many of the critics are completely Charmed and enchanted with him, and I have b deeply disappointed by the lengths te which they are willing to go, and by the violence they do to reason and legic, in 
attempting to rationalize and defend hime 9 8 2 ti 

Beir} 

(34) Noy there has been quite a shortage of new articles, and I have not seen or heard of the Cavalier magazine article. .Can you send me the reference? There is a _ _pro-Garrison piece in the June 1967 RAMPARTS; and an (irrelevant) article in THE NEW YORKER of june 10, 1967, "The Buffs," dealing with the persinalities of the eritics, Which of course has little te do with the evidence, (It is, however, mildly "friendly.") 
and sdon to be published commercially by Dell Books. (36) The Penn Jones! f& 8 Were inf RAMPARTS of November 1966, = - OS co 

Lj trust this is of some help, with kind regards, 
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